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Geometries with Bi-atine and Bi4inear Diagrhms 
A.  DEL FRA, A .  PASlNI AND S. SHPECTOROV 
We consider geometries belonging to the following diagram of rank n >~ 4, 
L L* 
o o ~ . . .  ~ o,. o ( l<~s, t~q< co) 
s q q q q t 
We prove that when n ~ 5, the only simply connected examples for this diagram arise from 
PG(n, q) by removing a hyperplane and the star of a point. We call these geometrie s hi-aft]he 
geometries. They are of two types, according to whether the point and the hyperplane chosen 
are incident or not. We also prove that there are just three types of flag-transitive simply 
connected examples for the rank 4 case of the above diagram, namely the two bi-affine 
geometries of rank 3 and the (well-known) two-sided extension of PG(2, 4) for HS. 
C) 1995 Academic Press Limited 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The basic notions, notation and terminology of diagram geometry can be found in 
[9]. 
Let us start with a well-known construction. Take a projective space and remove 
from it all the subspaces incident with a fixed hyperplane. What remains is a new 
geometry--the affme geometry. Quite similarly, remove from a projective space (here 
we must assume that the rank is at least 3) all the subspaces incident with a fixed 
hyperplane or with a fixed point. What remains is the so-called, bi-affine geometry. 
These geometries have been introduced and characterized by Lefevre-Percsy and Van 
Nypelseer [6, 8, 11]. 
Let us assume that the field of definition is finite of order q, and let us look at the 
diagrams of the above geometries. The projective space belongs to the diagram 
o o o . . .  o o ~,  q q q q q 
and the affine space belongs to the diagram 
Af 
0 0 0 . . .  0 C :3 
q--I q q q q q" 
It is, therefore, no surprise that the bi-affine geometry is described by the diagram 
Af Af* 
0 O 0 . . .  0 0 0 
q--I q q q q q"  
(We will call it the bi.affine diagram. Clearly, this diagram has at least 3 nodes, so that 
a geometry with a bi-affine diagram has rank at least 3.) The projective and the afline 
geometries are uniquely defined by their diagram% provided that the rank is at least 3. 
There are two reasons why a similar statement cannot be proved for the bi-affine 
geometries. First, the above construction gives us actually two different geometries, 
depending on the choice of the point and the hyperplane. We say that the bi-affme 
geometry is of flag (resp., anti-flag) type if the point in the definition is (resp., is not) 
incident with the hyperplane. Second, the bi-affane geometries have quotients belonging 
to the same diagram. Let F be a bi-affine geometry of rank n. Its automorphism group 
is the corresponding point-hyperplane stabilizer in PFL,+I(q) (the automorphism 
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group of the projective space). If F is of flag type, Aut(F) has a normal special 
subgroup ql+2(n-1). The center Z = Z(F) of this subgroup has, therefore, order q. The 
centralizer of Z in Aut(F) acts on F flag-transitively. From this it is easy to derive that 
the natural mapping from F on to its quotient over the action of any subgroup of Z is, 
in fact, a covering. In particular, the quotient belongs to the same bi-atiine diagram. 
Similarly, if F is of anti-flag type, Aut(F) is isomorphic to FLn(q). This group has a 
normal subgroup Z = Z(F) of order q - 1 (the center of GLn(q)) and, once again, any 
quotient of F over a subgroup of Z is a geometry with the b~-affine diagram. 
It turns out that, if the rank is at least 4, the above describes the entire variety of the 
geometries with the bi-affine diagram. 
THEOREM 1. I f  F is a geometry of rank at least 4, belonging to the diagram 
Af Af* 
0 0 0 . . .  0 0 0 
q-I q q q q q- I  
where q is an integer, q >t 2, then F is a quotient of  a bi-affine geometry ~ over a 
subgroup of Z(f'). 
The way in which this theorem is stated may suggest hat it is proved by taking the 
universal cover of F and establishing that this cover is one of the two bi-atfine 
geometries. In reality, our approach is quite the opposite. Rather than taking a cover, 
we construct a certain canonical quotient of F. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose that F is a finite geometry with a bi-affine diagram, then we 
have the following: 
(1) the incidence graph o f f  has diameter at most 4; 
(2) being at distance 4 from each other is an equivalence relation on F, with classes 
formed by elements of the same type; and 
(3) if f" denotes the quotient o f f  over this equivalence, then the natural surjection F---~ I" 
is a covering. 
If F is a bi-affine geometry then F = F/Z(F). In general, it clearly follows that any 
two elements in F are at distance at most 3 from each other. For points (the leflmost 
type in the diagram) this means that any two points are collinear. There are two 
constructions which output goemetries with bi-affine diagrams, of collinearity diameter 
1. For the first construction we need some definitions and notation. 
Let A be an affine space of dimension (rank) k 1> 2. If X is a subspace of A, then [X] 
will denote the parallel class of X in A. We do not exclude the two degenerate cases; 
namely, we allow that X be a point and we also allow the case X = A. Clearly, 
[A] = {.4}. Any two points are parallel by definition, so that all the points also form one 
class. The set of parallel classes bears an incidence inherited from A. With respect o 
this incidence, [A] and the point class are incident to every class; the rest forms a 
projective geometry of rank k - 1, naturally isomorphic to every point residue in A. 
The projective space is denoted by A =. 
CONSTRUCTION 1. Suppose that A1 and A 2 are two affine spaces of rank n -1  I> 2, 
such that there exists an isomorphism ~b from A] ~ on to the dual of A~. We extend 4' by 
assuming that the point class of A1 maps on to [A2] and, symmetrically, [Ax] maps on to 
the point class of A2. The elements of F are all the pairs (X1, X2), of which Xi is a 
subspace of Ai, i= 1,2, and th([X1])= [X2]. Two pairs (X1,X2) and (Y1, II2) are 
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incident iff X1 is incident with Y1 and X2 is incident with Y2. The type of (X1, X2) i s 
defined as the type (dimension) of X1 in Ai. 
As we check later on, F is a flat geometry of rank n, with a bi-afline diagram. 
CONSTRUe'nON 2. Suppose that P is a projective space of rank n -  1 >~2. Fbr 
simplicity, we identify subspaces of P with the corresponding sets of points. We extend 
P by adding the empty set of points as a subspace of type -1  (the points have type 0), 
and P itself as a subspace of type n -  1. Naturally, these degenerate subspaces are 
incident with every subspace of P. Let us define the elements of I" as all the sets X \ Y, 
where X and Y are subspaces of P and the type of Y is one less the type of X. The 
incidence between these new elements i defined by inclusion. As the type of X \ Y we 
take the type of X. 
We will see that r is necessarily a non-flat geometry of rank n, having a bi-afline 
diagram. 
PROPOSrnON 1.2. The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) F is a finite geometry with a bi-affine diagram, such that points of F are pairwise 
collinear. 
(2) F is obtained by one of the above two constructions. 
It is well known that every projective geometry of rank at least 3 is desarguesian. 
Therefore, if n >I 4, the afline spaces A1 and A2 in Construction 1 and the projective 
space P in Construction 2 are uniquely defined by the parameter q, which in its turn 
must be a prime power. The mapping ~b is also unique up to isomo~hism, which means 
that for each prime power q there are exactly two geometries with the corresponding 
bi-afline diagram of rank n, having collinearity diameter 1. Clearly they are 
F1 = F1/Z(F1) and F2 = F2/Z(F2), where F1 and F2 are the two bi-affine geometries. 
We show that Fi is the universal cover of r~, i = 1, 2. This and Proposition 1.1 establish 
Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1 does not cover the case n = 3. Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 apply, however, 
and they give a 'reasonable' classification of the geometries with bi-affine diagrams of 
rank 3. A complete classification would also assume that all the fundamental groups of 
the geometries F from Constructions 1 and 2 were determined. However, if n = 3, this 
set of F's is completely wild and the project is hardly feasible. Indeed, in Construction 
1, A1 and A2 are any two affme planes with the same parameter q, and ~b is any 
bijection, since both A~* and A~ have rank 1. Similarly, in Construction 2, P is any 
projective plane. 
Our classification of the geometries with bi-afline diagram.~ is self-contained. 
However, we should mention the work by Lefevre-Percsy and Van Nypelseer [6, 8, 11]. 
Their final result is the following (see [11]): a geometry with bi-afline diagram is a 
bi-attine geometry iff it satisfies the Intersection Property. In the finite case of rank >~ 4, 
this result can also be obtained as a corollary of our Theorem 1, but the result by 
Lefevre-Percsy and Van Nypelseer also covers the infinite ease and the rank 3 case. 
Theorem 1 has a corollary. Doyen and Hubaut [4] (see also [9, Section 7.2]) proved 
that a geometry of rank at least 4, which belongs to the diagram 
L 
0 0 0 .-. 0 O,  
s q q q q 
is in fact a projective space or an affine space. This result and Theorem 1 dearly imply 
the following. 
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T~O~M2.  f f  a geometry F of rank at least 5 belongs to the diagram 
L C 
o o o . . .  o o 0 
s q q q q / 
the F is either a projective space, or an a~ne space, or a dual affine space, or a quotient 
(possibly improper) of a bi-affine geometry. 
If the rank is equal to 4, then there exists an extra example: a geometry of the 
sporadic Higman-Sims group with the diagram 
0 O 0 0 
I 4 4 I" 
We cannot do the rank 4 case in the full generality; however, we at least complete the 
case when F is flag-transitive. 
THEOREM 3. I f  F is a flag-transitive geometry with the diagram 
L L* 
0 0 0 O 
$ q q t. 
then either the conclusion of Theorem 2 holds, or F is the geometry of the Higman-Sims 
group. 
Due to [2], we can list all of the specific diagrams that a flag-transitive F in Theorem 
2 might have. It turns out that there is only one new diagram on the list; namely, 
c A f*  
0 0 0 O 
I 4 4 3" 
We prove that no flag-transitive F can have this diagram. Since the Higman-Sims 
geometry has already been characterized by its diagram [10], an application of 
Theorem 1 completes the proof. 
The case of the diagram 
L L* 
o o o 
s q t 
seems to be completely intractable. Partial results in the flag-transitive case can be 
found in [1] and [5]. 
In the original version of this paper, which was written by A. Del Fra and A. Pasini 
and was entitled 'L.A,.L* Geometries', Theorems 1 and 2 were proved under the 
flag-transitivity assumption. S. Shpectorov, being one of the referees, noticed that this 
assumption can be dropped and suggested particular arguments for this. 
SOME TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION. As the type set of a goemetry we take 
{0, 1 . . . . .  n - I}, where n is the rank. The types increase in the diagram from left to 
right. We call the elements of type 0 points, of type 1 lines, and of type 2 planes. At 
times we might prefer to look at the geometry dually, reading the diagram from right to 
left. On such occasions we add the word 'dual' or 'dually' to whatever notion we use: 
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say, a dual point is an element of type n - 1, and so on. Notationally, we indicate the 
dual point of view by adding the subscript *. For example, if d was defined to be the 
diameter of the eollinearity graph of F, then d.  would be the diameter of the dual 
collinearity graph. (Two dual points are dually collinear if they are incident with a 
common dual line.) For x E F, let o-(x) = o'0(x) be the set of points incident with x. 
Accordingly, ~.(x) is the set of dual points incident with x. 
There is one further piece of notation which probably requires explanations. As F 
always has a string diagram, for x e F, its residue res(x) consists of two parts: let 
res-(x) (resp., res+(x)) denote the set of all the elements in res(x) with types situated 
in the diagram left (resp., fight) of the type of x. 
2.  MULT I -SECANT AND PARALLEL  ELEMENTS 
In this and in the two following sections we work under the following general 
assumption: F is a geometry of rank n >-- 3, having the diagram 
Af  Af*  
0 0 O . . -  0 0 O. 
q - I  q q q q q--I 
For the most of the section we also assume that the following intersection property fails 
to hold. 
(IP) For any two elements x and y, the set tr(x) N tr(y) coincides, if non-empty, 
with tr(z) for a unique element z, incident with both x and y. 
This means that F contains a pair of elements x and y with the property that 
I=res- (x)  N res-(y) contains two different elements, say z and t, which are not 
incident with any element of a higher type in L Notice the symmetry: if x and y break 
(IP) then the respective z and t break the dual (IP) defined with respect o the dual 
shadow function ~r.. We are going to investigate pairs breaking (l'P), and our first step 
is to find pairs with even more special properties. 
Let x, y, z and t be as above. Notice, first of all, that tr(z) tq tr(t) = ~. Otherwise, the 
four elements would belong to a point residue, which is the dual affine geometry, for 
which (IP) holds. Pick a point a e o'(t) and let i be the number equal to one plus the 
type of z. Since res-(x) and res-(y) are affine spaces we can find elements x' and y' in 
res-(x) and res-(y), respectively, both having type i and incident with z and a. As a is 
not incident with z and z has the maximal possible type in res-(x) and res-(y), the pair 
(x', y') breaks (IP), and hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that x =x '  
and y =y'.  
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that x and y are different elements of type i > O, incident with an 
element z of  type i - 1. Then, for every point a E cr(x) N or(y), there is an element z'  of  
type i - 1, which is incident with a, x and y. In particular, ira is not incident with z, then 
x and y are incident with at least two different elements of  type i - 1. 
PRoof. If a is incident with z we can take z' = z. Now suppose that a is not incident 
with z. As the type of z is i - 1, we have that I~'(z)l -- qi-1 = Q. Let 11, . . . ,  l~ (resp. 
l~ . . . .  , l~) be all of the lines in res-(x) (resp. in res-(y)), joining a with the points 
from tr(z). We may as well assume that lk and l~, pass through the same point of tr(z). 
Then, either lk -- ' lk or lk and lk intersect in at least two points. In the latter case, if-lk 
and l~, are incident with a common dual point u, then lk and l'k break (I.P) in res(u), 
which is an affme geometry; a contradiction. Hence tr.(lk)f)tr.(l 'k)= 0,  which means 
that lk and l'k are parallel in res(a)., the dual of res(a). 
Now notice that the intersection i  res(a), of the hyperplanes 11,..., lQ is exactly x. 
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Indeed, suppose there exists an s of type i - 1 which is incident with all of 11 . . . .  , IQ. 
Since Q is greater than the number of lines on a in res-(s), we obtain that In =/,I for 
some n # m. Therefore, this line is incident with two points from tr(z). As res-(x) is an 
affine space, we have in this case that o-(/,1) is fully contained in tr(z), which implies 
that a is contained in or(z); a contradiction. 
Thus, in the dual of res(a), x is the intersection of l I . . . .  , lc~ and, similarly, y is the 
intersection of l'l . . . . .  l b. Since each Ik is either parallel to the respective l~, or equal to 
it, x is parallel to y in res(a).. This implies that there is an element of type i - 1 in 
res(a), which is incident with x and y. [] 
This lemma motivates the following: 
DEFINITION. Two elements of type i > 0 (resp., i < n - 1) are called left (resp., right) 
multi-secant if they are incident with at least two common elements of type i - 1 (r.esp., 
i+1) .  
Points can only be right multi-secant and dual points can only be left multi-secant. 
Clearly, the notions of left and right multi-secancy are dual to each other. Also, 
notice the symmetry: if x ~y  of type i are incident with elements z #t  of type i -  1, 
then this implies both that x and y are left multi-secant and that z and t are right 
multi-secant. We will need the following notion. If x and y are left multi-secant 
elements of type i and z l , . .  •, z, are all the elements of type i - 1 which are incident 
with both x and y, then t = ind(x, y) is called the intersection index of x and y. Dually, 
we have the notion of the dual intersection index ind.(x, y) for right multi-secant 
elements x and y. 
Two cases will be of special importance for us. If x and y are (right) multi-secant 
points, then ind.(x, y) is the number of lines on x and y. If x and y are left multi-secant 
lines, then ind(x, y) is the number of common points on the lines x and y. 
We will mostly prove results for left multi-secant elements, keeping in mind that the 
dual results (for right multi-secant elements) also hold. The next lemma clarifies the 
structure of the 'intersection' of two multi-secant elements. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that x and y are o f  type i and are left multi-secanL Suppose 
zl, . • •, z, are all the elements o f  type i - 1 which are incident with both x and y. Then: 
(1) zl . . . . .  zt are parallel in res-(x); 
(2) every element f in res-(x)N res-(y)  /s incident with one and only one o f  the 
elements z~. In particular, x and y are parallel in res+(f)..  
PROOF. (1) is clear. Let us prove (2). 
Suppose that f e res-(x) M res-(y). If f is a point then, by Lemma 2.1, f is incident 
with one of the z/s. Suppose that f is not a point. Pick a point a in o-(f). As above, a is 
incident with some z,. In res(a), the subspace z, is 'spanned' by x and y. As f i s  incident 
with both x and y, it must be incident with zr. So, in any case, f i s  incident with some z,. 
The 'only one' statement follows from (1). The dual of (1) implies that x and y are 
parallel in res+(zr),; hence they are also parallel in res+(f), .  [] 
Next we are going to investigate the relation between different pairs of multi-secant 
elements. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that x and y are o f  type i < n - 1 and they are left multi-secant. 
Pick u ~ t r , (x)  and v ~ cr,(y).  Then u and v are left multi-secant. 
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PROOF. Suppose that z # t are of type i - 1 and suppose that they are incident with 
x and y. Let f (resp., g) be the dual line joining u and v in res+(z). (resp. res+(t).). We 
claim that f # g. Suppose to the contrary that f =g. The elements z and t are right 
multi-secant and f i s  incident with both of them. By the dual of Lemma 2.~2), we have 
that there exists d of type i, which is incident with z, t and f. By the dual of Lemma 2.2, 
either d = x, or d is parallel to x in res+(z).. Since u is incident with both x and d, we 
have that actually d = x. Similarly, d = y; a contradiction. [] 
The next result is, in a sense, complementary to Lemma 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that x and y are of  type i and are left multi-secant. Suppose that 
z has type i - 1 and it is incident with both x and y. Then, for every f ~ res-(x) of  type 
k ~0,  which is neitherparaUel nor incident o z, there exists a unique g ~ res- (y)  of  the 
same type k, which is left multi-secant with f. Furthermore, we have that or(f) N or(y) is 
contained in cr(g). 
PROOF. Let zl = z, zz . . . .  , zt be all the elements of type i - 1 which are incident 
with both x and y. By assumption, the intersection of f and z, in the affme space res-(x) 
is an dement d, of type k - 1. Pick a point a in, say, or(d2). Let g be the element of 
type k in the attine space res- (y)  which is spanned by dl and a. I f f  =g  the, by Lemma 
2.2, f is incident with one of the z~'s, which would imply (recall that z, is parallel to z in 
res-(x)) that fdoes  not meet z; a contradiction. Hence f ~g and, by Lemma 2".1, they 
are left multi-secant. Now take any other point b e Ut,=2 cr(d~). Suppose that b is not 
incident with g. Let, similarly, g' be the element of type k in res-(y),  which is incident 
with d~ and b. We have that f is left multi-secant with g and g'. Hence, by the dual of 
Lemma 2.2(1), g and g' are parallel in the dual of res+(dl). Since "g and g' are both 
incident with y, we have a contradiction. 
Therefore, g is incident with all the points in ~r(f) N or(y). Finally, suppose there is 
another element s of type k in res-(y)  which is left multi-secant with f. If d is an 
element of type k - 1 which is incident with both f and s, then it is incident with x and 
y. By Lemma 2.2, d is incident with some z, and hence d = dr. Since there exist at least 
two such d's, we see in res- (y)  that s = g. [] 
COROLLARY 2.5. In the situation of  Lemma 2.4, ind(x, y) = ind(f, g). 
PROOF. Clearly, dl . . . .  , dt are all different. If d is any element of type k - 1, which 
is incident with both f and g, then, as above, d is incident with some z, and hence 
d = d,. [] 
Having all these tools, we are ready to characterize the multi-secant elements and 
the function ind(). Let us call two elements x and y of the same type i > 0 left parallel if 
I=res - (x )Nres - (y )~O and, for some z e l ,  the elements x and y are parallel in 
res+(z).. Dually, we also have the notion of right parallel dements.  Notice that, as in 
an affme space any two points should be considered parallel, two dual points are left 
parallel iff they are dually collinear. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that any two left 
multi-secant elements are also left parallel. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose that (IP) does not hold. Then the following holds: 
(1) Elements x and y are left multi-secant iff they are left parallel. 
(2) There is a constant v such that for any pair x and y o f  left multi-secant elements we 
have ind(x, y) = v. 
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PROOV. Because of the comment before the lemma, in (1) we only have to prove 
the 'if' part. 
First we prove (1) and (2) for the elements incident with a particular point a. Since 
(IP) does not hold in F, we may as well assume that res(a) contains at least one pair f 
and g of left multi-secant elements. Due to Lemma 2.4, we may pick f and g to be lines. 
Let x and y be any elements of res(a), having the same type k and being parallel in 
res(a).. At first we consider the following subcase: k ~n-  1 and x and y are not 
parallel to f and g in res+(a).. In this affine space, f is a hyperplane and x is a snbspace 
(not a point) which is not parallel to f. Therefore, there is a dual point u which is 
incident with both f and x. Similarly, there is a dual point v which is incident with g and 
y. Since f and g are left multi-secant, Lemma 2.3 implies that u and v are left 
multi-secant. By Lemma 2.4, there is an element y' in res(v) of type k, which is left 
multi-secant with x. We claim that y =y ' .  Indeed, Lemma 2.4 gives us also that 
tr(x) N or(v) is contained in tr(y'); in particular, a is incident with y'. In res(a)., y and 
y' are both parallel to x; hence they are parallel to each other. As they are both 
incident with the dual point v, we have y = y'. So, indeed, x and y are left multi-secant. 
By Corollary 2.5, ind(x, y) = ind(u, v) = ind(f, g). 
If x and y are now parallel to f and g, but they are still not dual points, then we 
substitute f and g with a pair of parallel ines f '  and g', which are parallel in res(a), to 
neither land  g, nor x and y. Repeating the same argument we obtain that f '  and g' are 
left multi-secant and ind( f ' ,g ' )=ind(f ,g) .  Then we turn back to x and y, thus 
obtaining that x and y are left multi-secant and ind(x, y) = ind(f' ,  g') = ind(f, g). If x 
and y are dual points then we choose in res(a), parallel dual lines x' and y'  incident 
respectively with x and y. Then, by the above, x' and y' are left multi-secant and, 
hence, by Lemma 2.3, x and y are left multi-secant. Also, by Corollary 2.5, 
ind(x, y) = ind(x', y')  = ind(f, g). 
So far we have proved that any two left parallel elements x and y in res(a) are left 
multi-secant, and that ind(x, y) = vo is a constant depending only on a. Let b be a point 
collinear with a; that is, there is a line l incident with a and b. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that f and g are not parallel to l in res(a).. Then there exist a dual 
point u, incident with f and 1, and a dual point v, incident with g and/. By Lemma 2.3, 
u and v are left multi-secant, as land  g are so. Since res+(l).is an atiine space, there is 
a dual line d which is incident with 1, u and v. Inside res(u), pick a line f '  on b, which is 
not parallel to d. By Lemma 2.4, res(v) contains a line g' which is left multi-secant with 
f '  and incident with b (this is again a consequence of 2.4). Hence b is incident with a 
pair of left multi-secant lines. It means that the above arguments are as well applicable 
to the elements in res(b); that is, any two left parallel elements in res(b) are left 
multi-secant and the constant vb is defined. Moreover, as ind(f ' ,  g ' )= ind(u ,  v )= 
ind(f, g), we have that va = vb. 
Since the collinearity graph of F is connected, we can iterate the above argument and 
finally obtain that (1) and (2) hold. [] 
Dually, we have a similar statement for right multi-secant elements, and we have a 
constant v.. 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose that (IP) does not hold. Then v = v,. 
PROOV. Pick a point a and a line l on a. Let N be the number of pairs (a', l'), where 
l' ~ l is a line on a, and a' ~ a is a point incident with 1 and 1'. Clearly, a and a' are 
right multi-secant, while I and 1' are left multi-secant. On the one hand, 1' is any of the 
q -1  lines parallel to l in res(a)., and a' is any of the v -1  points in 
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(tr(/) n tr(l'))\{a}. Hence N = (q -  1 ) (v -  1). On the other hand, a' is any of the q 
points on/ ,  other than a, and l' is any of the v, lines on a and a', other than L Hence 
N = (q - 1)(v, - 1). This proves that v = v,. [] 
So far we have considered the case in which (IP) does not hold. Many of the above 
facts remain true, however, for the geometries with (IP) if we define for them v = 1. Let 
us summarize what general (independent of (IP)) statements we can make about left 
parallel elements. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Suppose that x and y are left parallel o f  type i. Then x and y are 
incident with exactly v common elements zl, . . . , zv of  type i - 1 and every element in 
res-(x) n res-(y) is incident with exactly one of  the Zk'S. For every z • res-(x)tq 
res-(y), x and y are parallel in res+(z),. 
PROOF. The proof is evident if (IP) holds. In the case in which (IP) does not hold, 
all the statements were proved above. [] 
The following lemma will be used with the counting type arguments. 
LEMMA 2.9. I ra line x is not incident with an element y, then Itr(x) n tr(y)l = 0, 1 or 
V. 
PROOF. Suppose that Io'(x) tq o'(y)l ~> 2, say, a, b • o'(x) n tr(y), a ~ b. Let x' be 
the line in res-(y) which passes through a and b. Since x is not incident with y, we have 
that x ~x ' .  Hence, x and x' are left multi-secant. In terms of res(a)., x and x' are 
parallel hyperplanes and y is a subspace of x'. Therefore, we can firrd a subspace y' in 
x, which is parallel to y. We have that y'  and y are left parallel; hence they are left 
multi-secant. By Lemma 2.4, tr(x) t3 o'(y) = tr(x) tq o'(x'). The latter set has size v. [] 
3. CONSTRUCTING THE QUOTIENT 
In this section we continue to consider a geometry F with a bi-afline diagram, and 
eventually prove Proposition 1.1. 
Let us start with a general observation. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that I" is a geometry of  rank at least 3 with the diagram 
L Af* 
0 0 0 " . .  0 0 O. 
Then, for any point x and any element y in F, there is at most one point in tr(y) which is 
not coUinear with x. In particular, the diameter of  the collinearity graph of  F is at most 2, 
and being non-collinear is an equivalence relation on the set o f  points. 
PROOF. Without Ioss of generality we may assume that y is an element of the 
maximal type n - 1 (dual point). Suppose first that there exists a point z e o-(y) which 
is collinear with x. Let t be a line through x and z. If a line s • res(y) contains z and is 
not parallel to t in res(z)., then there exists a plane which is incident o both t and s. 
Hence all the points on s are collinear with x. Consider the set of all lines which are 
incident with z and y. As they are incident with y, they are pairwise non-parallel in 
res(z),. Hence t is parallel to at most one of them. This means that in the linear space 
res(y) all the points which are not collinear with x belong to a line (say, s, if it exists) 
through z. Now pick a point z' • res(y), not on s. We have that z' is collinear with x. 
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Repeating the argument we conclude that all the non-collinear points belong to a line 
(say, s') through z'. Clearly, z~z '  and, as they belong to a linear space, their 
intersection consists of at most one point. So the statement of lemma holds for x and y. 
Now let y'  be another dual point and let it be dually collinear with y. Then res(y) 
and res(y') share a common hyperplane, which clearly contains more than one point. 
Therefore, x is collinear with a point in o-(y'). Iterating the above argument and using 
the connectedness of the dual collinearity graph of F, we conclude that the first 
statement indeed holds for any x and y. 
Clearly, this implies that the diameter of the collinearity graph is at most 2. Let a 
point x be non-collinear with points y and z. If there exists a line t through y and z, 
then x is not collinear with two points on t; a contradiction. Hence y and z are also 
non-collinear. [] 
Now we return to the bi-atIine diagram. The above lemma clearly applies and it 
implies, in particular, that the diameter of the incidence graph of F is at most 4. Let us 
say that two elements x and y are far apart if the distance between them is exactly 4. It 
is easy to see that two points (resp., dual points) are far apart iff they are not coUinear 
(resp., dually collinear). 
LEMMA 3.2. Elements x and y are far apart iff the types of x and y coincide and, for 
every point a in tr(x), there is a point in o(y) that is non-collinear with a. 
PROOF. If X is a point or y is a point, then the statement follows from Lemma 3.1. 
Let x and y have types i and ] respectively, with i, j > 0. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that i ~<j. 
Suppose first that x and y are far apart. Let a a o'(x) and let t be a line on a which 
meets tr(y). Suppose there is a dual point z which is incident with both x and t. Then z 
is incident with x and with a point b in tr(t)N tr(y); a contradiction, since the path 
(x, z, b, y) has length 3. Therefore, tr.(x)tq tr . ( t )= O. In terms of the atfine space 
res(a)., this means that t is parallel (but not equal) to a hyperplane containing x. 
Hence the number of the lines t is at most 
qi - i 
(q -  1)" =q ' -  1. 
q -1  
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.0, tr(t) N tr(y) consists of at most v points and, for 
every point b ~ g(y) which is collinear with a, there are exactly v lines through a and 
b. Hence a is coUinear with at most (q~-1)v /v  =q~-1  points from g(y). As 
[tr(y)[ = qJ ~> q~, there is a point in tr(y) which is not collinear with a. By Lemma 3.1, a 
is non-collinear with at most one point in tr(y). Therefore, we also have that i = 1. 
Now suppose that x and y have the same type i > 0 and, for every point a ~ o'(x), 
there is a point z(a) e ~(y) which is not collinear with a. Since being non-coUinear is
an equivalence, and since tr(x) and ~(y) have the same size q~, we have that z is a 
bijection; that is, every point b in tr(y) is non-collinear with a point z - l (b )a  o'(x). 
Suppose that there is a path (x, z, t, y) joining x and y. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that the maximum k of the types of z and t is greater than or equal to i. 
Indeed, ff the types of z and t are both smaller than i, then either x is incident with t 
and, hence, we can substitute z with x, or z is incident with y and, hence, we can 
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substitute t with y. In view of the symmetry we can also assume that z has type k. Since 
t and y are incident, we have tr(t)__q tr(y) or t r (y )~ tr(t). In either case, the set 
tr(t) n o-(y) is non-empty. Pick b E o-(t) n tr(y). As z and t are incident and the type of 
t is at most the type of z, we have that b is incident with z. Since x is also incident with 
z and i ~< k, we have that or(x) c ~(z). This implies that b is collinear with every point 
in tr(x). We obtain a contradiction, as b is not collinear with z-l(b). [] 
In this section and in Section 4 we will use the following observation. 
LEMUA 3.3. Suppose that s and s' are two lines on a point a, which are parallel in 
res(a),. Suppose that a line t meets in a point b, and meets ' in a point b', such that 
b ~ b'. Then s is parallel to t in res(b),. 
PROOF. Suppose the contrary. Then there is a dual point u which is incident with s 
and t. If a = b', then s and t are left multi-secant; hence they are parallel in res(b)., a 
contradiction. Let t' be the line in res(u) passing through a and b'. As s' is parallel to s 
in res(a)., we have that u is not incident with s', i.e., t' ~s ' .  Therefore, t' and s' are 
left multi-secant. This means that s and t' are both parallel to s' in res(a).; hence they 
are parallel to each other. As s and t' are both incident with u, we conclude that s = t'. 
It follows that s and t are both incident with b and b', and they are left multi-secant.t-] 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that x and y are far apart. Then, for every z E res(x),-there is
exactly one t E res(y) which is far apart from z. 
PROOF. Up tO taking F, ,  we may assume that z ~ res-(x). By Lemma 3.2, there is a 
bijection z: tr(x)--* o'(y), such that a is not incident with ~(a) for every a ~ tr(x). The 
subspace tE  res-(y), if it exists, much consist of all the points r(tr(z)). Clearly, what 
we have to prove is that ~" maps every subspace of the afline space res-(x) on to a 
subspace of the affine space res-(y). It sufficies to prove this for lines. So, let us assume 
that z is a line. 
Let a e r(tr(z)). Let S be the set of all the lines s on a, such that tr(z)N tr(s) ~O.  
Let s ~ S. If there is a dual point, which is incident with both z and s, then a is collinear 
with every point on z; a contradiction. Hence s is parallel to z in res(b)., where b is 
any point from tr(z) O tr(s). This has two consequences. First, any two such lines s are 
parallel in res(a).. Indeed, let these lines be s and s'. We have that s and z are left 
parallel; s' meets s in a and meets z in a point not equal to a. Hence, Lemma 3.3 
implies that s' is left parallel to s. Second, every such s shares with z exactly v points. 
For every b ~ o'(z), b ~ r- l(a), there are exactly v lines through a and b. Thus, S 
contains exactly (q - 1)v/v  = q - 1 lines. 
We proved that S consists of q - 1 lines which are pairwise parallel hyperplanes of 
res(a).. Let t be the line on a which is the qth hyperplane in res(a), in the same 
parallel class. As t ~t S, ~r(t) n tr(z) -- 0. Let us see that t is far apart from z. Suppose 
the contrary. By Lemma 3.2, there must be a point b e o'(z), which is collinear with all 
the points on t. Let T be the set of lines through b and a point on t. Any line from T 
meets t in at most v points and for a point c e tr(t), there are exactly v lines through b 
and c. Therefore, T consists of at least qv/v  = q lines. Let s be a line through a and b. 
We have that s E S n T. As s ~ S, s is parallel to t in res(a).. By Lemma 3.3, this 
implies that s is parallel in res(b), to any line s ~ s' e T. We conclude that T consists of 
exactly q lines which form a full class of parallel hyperplanes in res(b).. Since z ¢ T, z 
is not parallel to s; a contradiction, as z is left parallel to every line from S, and s ~ S. 
We have proved that z and t are far apart. 
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It remains to show that t is incident with y. Let us look at F dually. Let b = ~-X(a). 
As a and b are far apart, there is a bijection lr, from tr.(b) on to tr.(a) such that for 
any dual point u E cr,(b) we have that u is far apart from l:.(u). As x is far apart from 
y, we have that r , ( tr . (x))= o'.(y). Similarly, r . ( t r . (z ) )= tr.(t). Since x is incident 
with z, we have that t r . (x)c  o',(z). Therefore, t r . (y )_  tr.(t). As y and t are both 
subspaces in the affine space res(a)., this implies that t is incident with y. [] 
PROOF OF PROPOSmON 1.1. By Lemma 3.2, elements which are far apart have the 
same type. For the second statement it remains to check that the relation is transitive. 
Suppose that x is far apart from y and z. If o-(y) f~ tr(z) ~O let a E ~r(y) tq tr(Z). By 
Lemma 3.2 there is a (unique) point b • tr(x) which is far apart from a. As x • res(b), 
Lemma 3.4, applied to a and b, yields y =z. Now suppose tr(y)f3 o- (z)=0.  By 
Lemma 3.2, for a point a E o-(y), there is a point b E or(x) which is not collinear with a. 
Similarly, there is a point c E or(z) which is not collinear with b. By Lemma 3.1, a aad c 
are not collinear with each other. Lemma 3.2 implies that y and z are far apart. 
Let $ be the equivalence class of x. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that res(x) maps 
bijective on to resr(£). Let y, z ~ res(x). If they are incident hen, clearly, ] and ~ are 
also incident. Inversely, suppose that )7 and ~ are incident. We claim that y and z are 
incident. Let x, y and z have types i, j and k, respectively. Assume j < k to fix ideas. If 
j < i < k, then y is incident with z, because F has a string diagram. Suppose that i <j. 
By Lemma 3.4, there is w E res(y), such that ff = ~. Since the diagram of F is a string, 
w is incident with x. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.4, z is the only representative of 
in res(x). Hence, z =w. The same argument works in the case of i>k ,  but 
interchanging the roles of y and z. We have proved that res(x) maps isomorphically on 
to rest(S). This easily implies that F is a geometry and that the mapping x ~$ is a 
covering. This also implies that F has the same bi-atIine diagram. [] 
Let us also discuss the behavior of some parameters of F with respect o taking 
quotients. If the above covering F ~ F is k-fold, then every fiber of it consists of exactly 
k elements. In other words, for every x E F there are exactly k - 1 elements which are 
far apart from x. This means that A(F) = k is a well-defined parameter of F. We will 
also view v = v(F) as a parameter of F. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that F~ and I" 2 a re  two geometries belonging to a bi-affine 
diagram and suppose that ¢: F1---> F2 is a k-fold covering. Then A(F2)= A(F1)/k and 
V(F2) = kv(F1). In particular, for every geometry F with a bi-affine diagram the order of  
the fundamental group o f f  divides v(F). 
PROOF. If for points a, b E F1 we have that qJ(a) = d/(b), then, clearly, a and b are 
non-coUinear. This implies the first equality. Pick an arbitrary point a • F1. Let X be 
the set of all the points x ~ a from F1 which are collinear with a. Similarly, let Y be the 
set of all the points y ~ ¢(a) from F2 which are collinear with q/(a). Clearly, X is the 
full preimage of Y; hence, [Xl=k IYI. On the other hand, a is incident with 
q(1 + q +.  • • + q"-~) lines, and for each x E X there are exactly v(F1) lines incident 
with a and x. Therefore, ISl = q(1 +. . .  + qn-1) (q  _ 1) /v (F1)  = q(q, _ 1)/v(F1). 
Similarly, IYI = q(q"-1)/v(F2). Comparing with IXI = k ]YI, we establish the second 
equality. Finally, if we take our arbitrary F as F2, and its universal cover 1 ~ as F~, we 
obtain v(F) = I~(r)l v(t). 
COROLLARY 3.6. I f  (IP) holds for a geometry r,  having a bi-affine diagram, then I" is 
simply connected. In particular, the bi-affine geometries are all simply connected. 
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4. IDENTIFICATION 
Here we investigate a geometry F with a bi-affine diagram, having the additional 
property that no two elements in F are far apart. In particular, any two points (dual 
points) in F are collinear (resp., dually collinear). 
We have two cases. 
1. F is fiat. This means that every point is incident with every dual point. In particular, 
F has exactly q#-~ points and q~-~ dual points. 
LEMMA 4.1. F / s  flat iff v = q. 
PROOF. If r is flat, then any two dual points are dually coUinear. Hence any two 
dual points u, v are left parallel. By Proposition 2.8, qn-1 = Io'(u) n o-(v)[ = v.  qn-2, i.e. 
v- -q.  
Inversely, suppose that v = q. If u and v are dually collinear, then ]#(u) n o-(v)l = 
q.  q~-2= q,-1, which means that tr(u)= o'(v). By connectedness of the dual col- 
linearity graph, r is flat. [] 
Note that this proof does not use the assumption that no two elements in F are far 
apart. In Lemmas 4.2-4.5 it is assumed that F is flat. In particular v = q. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let u be a dual point. For every element x, there exists a unique 
y e res(u), such that tr(x) = tr(y). I f y  #x ,  then x and y are left multi-secant. 
PROOF. Uniqueness follows easily, since res(u) is an affine space. If x is incident 
with u then, deafly, y = x. Suppose that x ~ res(u); in particular, x is not a point. Pick 
v E tr.(x). Since u and v are dually collinear, they are left multi-secant. By Lemma 2.4, 
there exists y e res(u), which is left multi-secant with x. Since v =q,  we have 
or(x) = tr(y). [] 
According to this lemma, the point set of F, endowed with all the subsets or(x), x not 
a dual point, forms an affine geometry of rank n - 1, which is naturally isomorphic to 
the residue of every dual point of F. We denote this affine geometry by o-(F). Dually, 
we also have an afline geometry on dual points, o'.(F). We claim that F can be 
obtained by Construction 1 with Ax = tr(F) and A2 = o'.(F). First, we have to define ¢. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let x and y be elements ofF,  having the same type. The subspaces or(x) 
and tr(y) are parallel or equal in a(F) iff tr.(x) and tr .(y) are parallel or equal in 
tr.(F). In particular, ¢: [o-(x)] ~-)[a.(x)], x e F, defines a bijection of  tr(F)** on to 
~,(r) ®. 
PROOF. We may assume that x #y .  If tr(x) = ~r(y), then x is left multi-secant with y 
by Lemma 4.2. Therefore, x and y are left parallel; that is, o'.(x) is parallel to o'.(y). 
Now suppose that tr(x) and tr(y) are parallel. Pick a dual point u ~ res(y). By 
Lemma 4.2, there is an element z ~ res(u), such that (r(z) = tr(x). By the above, (r,(z) 
and tr,(x) are parallel or equal. On the other hand, z and y are fight parallel; hence 
they are fight multi-secant. Since v = q, we obtain that tT,(z) = t~,(y). [] 
If tr(x)= {a} is just one point, then x = a is a point and hence ~r,(x)= o-,(r). 
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Similarly, if tr(x) = o'(F), then x is a dual point and, therefore, tr,(x) = {x}. This means 
that ~b behaves on the two degenerate parallel classes from o'(F)**, as it should 
according to Construction 1. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that x and y have types i and j, with i <~j. Then x and y are 
incident iff tr(x) c tr(y) and tr,(x) ~_ tr,(y). The bijection qb establishes an isomorphism 
of o'(F) ® with the dual of tr,(F) ~. 
PROOF. Clearly, if x and y are incident, then tr(x)~ o'(y) and o',(x)_~ tr,(y). 
Inversely, suppose that we have both of these inclusions. Then there is a dual point u 
such that x, y ~ res(u). Since res(u) is an affme space, tr(x) ~ tr(y) implies that x and y 
are incident with each other. 
If [tr(x)] and [tr(y)] are incident in tr(F)** then, up to taking parallel subpsaces, we 
may assume that, say, tr(x)_= tr(y). Furthermore, in view of Lemma 4.2, we may 
assume that x, y a res(u)for a dual point u. In this case, clearly, x is incident with y, 
which implies that ~b([tr(x)]) = [o',(x)] and ~b([o'(y)]) = [tr,(y)] are incident in tr,(F) *~. 
LEMMA 4.5. I f  S is a subspace in tr(F) and T ~ ~b([S]) is a subspace in tr.(F), then 
there exists exactly one element x ~ F such that S = tr(x) and T = tr.(x). 
PROOF. By Lemma 4.4, it suffices to prove the existence of such an x. Clearly, 
S = tr(y) for some y e F. Pick u ~ T. By Lemma 4.2, there is an element x e res(u) 
such that tr(x) = tr(y) = S. By definition, we have that tr.(x) ~ ~b([S]) = [T]; that is, 
tr.(x) is parallel to T. As both T and tr.(x) contain u, we obtain that g.(x)  = T. [] 
The following is the main result of the subsection. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. F is a flat geometry with a bi-affine diagram iff it is obtained by 
Construction 1. 
PROOF. In view of Lemmas 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 it remains to check that every F 
obtained via Construction 1 is a flat geometry with a bi-affine diagram. Consider such a 
F. 
Consider elements x = (X1, X2), y = (111, Y2) and z = (Z1, Z2) of types i, j and k, 
respectively, with i ~<j ~< k. Suppose that x is incident with y and y is incident with z. 
Then X~ ~ 111 -= Z~, which implies that X1 _~ Z1. Similarly, we establish X2 ~ Z2; that is, 
x and z are incident. This proves that F is a geometry with a string diagram. 
Pick any element x = (X1, X2) of type 0. This means that X~ = {p}, where p is a 
point of A~, and X2 = A2. For any subspace Y in A2 there is exactly one element 
(Y~, Y2) such that Y2 = Y and p ~ Y~. Indeed, Y~ must belong to the parallel class 
~b-l([Y]) and, hence, it is defined uniquely. Using the condition that ~b is an 
isomorphism from A~ onto A~, it is easy to see that the mapping (111, Y2) ~-~ Y2 defines 
an isomorphism from res(x) on to the dual of A2. Symmetrically, if x is an element of 
type n - 1, then res(x) is isomorphic to A1. Therefore, F belongs to a bi-affine diagram. 
[] 
2. F is notflat. By Lemma 4.1, v is smaller than q. Our objective is to reconstruct the 
projective geometry P from Construction 2. Notice that P and F should share the same 
point set. It is stated in Construction 2 that the incidence on F is defined by the 
inclusion of the corresponding point shadows. Let us prove this property of F. 
LEMMA 4.7. Elements x and y o f f  are incident iff tr(x) ~_ tr(y) or tr(y) ~_ tr(x). 
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PROOF. The 'only if' part follows easily, since F has a string diagram. For the 'if' 
part, suppose that or(x)=_ tr(y) or o-(y)_c tr(x). Let x and y be of types i and j, 
respectively. Without loss, we may assume that i ~<j; that is, we have, in fact, that 
tr(x) _ o'(y). We have to prove that x is incident with y. 
Suppose that this is false. Then, clearly, (IP) does not hold; that is, v t> 2. Also, x 
cannot be a point. Pick an element z E res-(x) of type i -  1. By induction we may 
assume that z is incident with y. Consider the affine space res÷(z).. If the subspaces x 
and y meet (say, u ~ t r . (x )n  tr.(y)),  then x and y both belong to res(u), and 
o-(x) _c o-(y) implies that x is incident with y; a contradiction. So y does not meet x in 
res+(z).. As x is a hyperplane in res+(z)., there is a hyperplane x' incident with y and 
parallel to x, and a subspace y'  incident with x and parallel to y. As v I> 2, Proposition 
2.6 implies that x and x' are left multi-secant, and that y and y'  are left multi-secant. By 
Lemma 2.4, o-(x) O o'(x') = tr(x) N o'(y) = tr(x). Comparing with Lemma 2.2, we see 
that v = q; a contradiction, since F is not flat. [] 
REMARK. In Lemmas 4.1 and 4.7 we do not need to assume that F contains no 
elements which are far apart. Therefore, in general, if F is a geometry with a bi-affine 
diagram, then either F is flat or the conclusion of Lemma 4.7 holds. 
In order to reconstruct the subspaces of the projective space P we will use the 
following result. 
LEMMA 4.8. Being left parallel is an equivalence relation. 
PROOF. It Suffices tO check transitivity. The proof runs differently for lines and 
elements of higher types. We first consider the case of lines. Suppose that a line x is left 
parallel to a line y and suppose that y is left parallel to a line z. If x, y and z all have a 
common point, say a, then, by Propositon 2.8, x, y and z are parallel hyperplanes in 
res(a),; hence x is left parallel to z. Pick a e tr(x)N or(y). By the above we may 
assume that a ~ o-(z). Let S be the set of lines that pass through a and a point on z. 
Clearly, y ~ S. Since y is left parallel to z and a ~ or(z), Lemma 3.3 applies and yields 
that every line in S is left parallel to z. Therefore, every line from S shares with z 
exactly v points. On the other hand, for a point b e or(z) there are exactly v lines 
through a and b. Hence, S contains qv/v =q lines. By the same Lemma 3.3, the lines 
from S are pairwise left parallel; that is, S is a full parallel class of hyperplanes in 
res(a),. By assumption, x is parallel to y. Therefore, x ~ S and it is left parallel to z. 
Now suppose that x, y and z are elements of type i > 1. Suppose that x is left parallel 
to y and y is left parallel to z. If x, y and z share a point a, then in the affine space 
res+(a), the subspaces x, y and z are pairwise parallel, and the claim follows. So we 
may suppose that tr(x) n tr(y) O tr(z) = O. Let s be an element of type i - 1 incident 
with x and y, and let t be an element of type i -1  incident with y and z. Since 
or(s) n tr(t) _~ tr(x) n tr(y) n tr(z) = 0 ,  we have that t and s are parallel hyperplanes of 
res-(y). 
Next, we claim that x and z have a point in common. Indeed, pick a line f in  res-(y)  
which is not parallel to s and t. If a is a point in tr(f)  n or(s), then x and y are parallel 
in res+(a),. Therefore, there exists a line g which is incident with a and x and which is 
equal or parallel to f in res+(a),. Since x, y and z have no point in common, g ~f.  
Similarly, there is a line h in res-(z), which is left parallel to f By the above, g and f 
must be left parallel; hence they have a point in common. This point clearly belongs to 
n 
Pick an a ~ or(x) n tr(z). Let s' be an element of type i - 1 in res-(x), such that 
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a ~ tr(s') and s' is not parallel to s in res-(x). Let w be any element of type i in res(s'), 
which is parallel to x in res÷(s').. As s' meets s, we have that w, x and y share a 
common point. In this case the fact that w is left parallel to x and x is left parallel to y 
implies that w is left parallel to y. Let t' be an element of type i - 1, incident with w 
and y. Let t' be an element of type i - 1, incident with w and y. Note that t' is not 
parallel to s in res-(y). Indeed, since s' meets , we have that s meets o-(w) n o-(y). I f s  
and t' are parallel in res-(y), Lemma 2.2 then implies that s is incident with w. 
Therefore, s and s' are two elements of type i - 1, which ai'e incident with x and w. 
They must be parallel by the same Lemma 2.2, which is not the case. Hence t' is not 
parallel to s in res-(y). As s and t are parallel, t' must meet t, which means that w, y 
and z have a point in common. Since w is left parallel to y and y is left parallel to z, we 
conclude that w is left parallel to z. Finally, x, w and z share the point a. Since x is left 
parallel to w and w is left parallel to z, we establish that x is left parallel to z. [] 
We will write x -y  whenever x and y are left parallel or equal. For points this 
defines a trivial equivalence relation. For an element x, let 
(x) = U o-(y). 
y~x 
These sets (x) will the subspaces of P. Clearly, if xl ~x2, then (xl) = (x2). If x is a 
point, then (x)={x}. Since the dual points are pairwise dually collinear, they are 
pairwise left parallel. This implies that (x) = tr(F) = P for each dual point x, i.e. dual 
points define the improper subspace of P. The incidence on P is defined by inclusion. 
By definition, the type of (x) is equal to the type of x. The following lemma shows, in 
particular, that this type of function is well-defined. 
LEMMA 4.9. The following holds: 
(1) I f  y ~ res-(x), then (y) c (x). 
(2) I f  tr(y) c_ (x), then y ~x  or y ~ res-(x')  for  some x'  with x '  -x .  
In particular, P is isomorphic to the quotient F /~ o f  F. 
PROOF. Suppose that y ~ res-(x) and y ' -y .  The latter assumption implies that 
o-(y) n tr(y') ~O and that y is parallel to y' in res(a), for any a e tr(y) O tr(y'). Pick 
such an a. Since in res(a), we have that x is a subspace of y, we can choose in y '  a 
subspace x' parallel to x. Clearly, x -x '  and cr(y')___ t r (x ' ) _  (x). This proves that 
(y) _c (x). Furthermore, by Lemma 2.4, tr(y') n tr(x) _ tr(y). Therefore, (y) n tr(x) _c 
tr(y) ¢ tr(x) and (y) ¢ (x). This completes the proof of (1). 
Now suppose that t r (y )_  (x). If y is a point then, clearly, y is incident with some 
x' ~x .  Hence we may assume that y has type i~>1. Pick z E res-(y)  of type i -  1. By 
induction, either z =x ' ,  or z e res-(x') for some x' -x .  Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that x = x'. Suppose that there is a dual point u which is incident with x 
and y. Since every two dual points are dually collinear, Lemma 2.4 implies that if t -  x 
then tr(t) n o-(u) ~ ~r(x). This proves that (x) n tr(u) = o'(x). As tr(y) ~ (x) and 
o'(y) ~ tr(u), we obtain that o'(y)_¢ tr(x). By Lemma 4.7, this means that y =x  or 
y E res-(x). Therefore, we may assume that no dual point u is incident with both x and 
y, i.e. t r . (x )n  o- . (y)= 0. In particular, z ~x and the type of x is at least i. Consider 
res÷(z).. We have that the subspace x does not meet the hyperplane y. It follows that y 
contains a subspace x' parallel to x. Clearly, x' ~x  and either y = x' or y E res-(x'). [] 
It easily follows that P is a geometry with a string diagram. If we ignore the 
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improper subspace defined by the dual points and view P as having rank n - 1, what is 
then the diagram of P? 
LEMMA 4.10. For a point a, its residue rese(a) in P is a projective space.of rank n - 2 
and order q. The dual o f  resv(a) is naturally isomorphic to (res(a).f*. 
PROOF. It suffices to prove the second statement. If a • (x), then there is an x'  ~ x 
such that a • o-(x') (equivalently, x 'e  res(a)). Moreover, by Proposition 2.8, for 
x, y • res(a) we have that x ~ y iff x and y are parallel in res(a),. Hence the mapping 
[x]~-~(x} is a well-defined bijection between (res(a),) *~ and (the dual of) resp(a). It 
remains to check that (x} and 0'} are incident iff Ix] and [y] are incident in (res(a),f*. 
Suppose that (x), 0') E resp(a) and (x )c  (y}. Clearly, we may assume that a • o-(x). By 
Lemma 4.9, we may also assume that y is incident with x. This dearly implies that Ix] 
and [y] are incident. Inversely, if [x], [y] • (res(a),)  *~ are incident, then we can choose 
x and y to be incident with each other. We have a • o'(x),--tr(y). Therefore, 
a • (x) c (y), by Lemma 4.9. [] 
Due to this lemma we know all the edges in the diagram of P, except the edge 
joining points and lines. To determine this last edge, we will need some properties of 
the point-l ine geometry of P. Let 0 = q(q - 1)/v. Since v ~< q - 1 by Lemma 4.1, we 
have that 0 >~ q. 
As we are going to use similar terms, such as 'lines' and 'planes', for both I '  and P, 
we will supply the names of the elements of P with a prefix 'P-'. Clearly, for points this 
precaution is superfluous. 
LEMMA 4.11. Any two points are contained in exactly one P-line. Every P-line 
consists of  exactly 1 + 0 points. 
PROOF. By our general assumption, any two points a and b are collinear in F; that 
is, there is a line x of F such that a, b • tr(x). Clearly, a, b • (x); therefore, a and b are 
contained in a P-line. Now suppose that a and b are contained in a P-line (y); say, 
a • tr(y) and b • tr(y')  for some y'  -y .  As a ~b,  by Lemma 3.3 we have x by ,  which 
implies that (x) = (y). This proves the first statement. 
Consider L = (x} for any line x. Let us count the number of lines y, such that 
tr(y) _c L. By Lemma 4.9, every such y is equivalent to x. In particular, it meets x. The 
line x consists of q points. Every point on x is incident with q - 1 lines y -x ,  y ~ x. 
Every such y is incident with exactly v points on x. Therefore, we have the total 
number 1 + q(q - 1) /v = 1 + 0 of lines contained in L. Since every point a • L is 
contained in exactly q such lines (a parallel class of hyperplanes in res(a).), and since 
every line consists of exactly q points, we obtain that the number of points in L is the 
same number 1 + 0. [] 
Now we are able to establish the full diagram of P. 
LEMUA 4.12. We have v = q - 1. P is a projective space of  rank n - 1 and order q. 
PROOF. The missing edge in the diagram describes the geometry of points .and 
P-lines contained in X = (x) for an arbitrary plane x • F. Note that this is also true for 
n = 3, since in this case X coincides with the set of all points. 
Let us first prove that if a P-line L meets X in two points, then L c X. Let these two 
points be a and b, and let y be a line through a and b. Clearly, L = (y). Without loss of 
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generality, we may assume that a e tr(x). Let x' ~x  be a plane containing b. Pick a 
point c in o'(x) f3 tr(x'). Let z be a line through a and c, contained in res-(x). Similarly, 
we find a line z' incident with b, c and x'. If z and z'  are left parallel then, by Lemma 
3.3, y -z ;  that is, L = (y)= (z )c  X by Lemma 4.9. Now suppose that z and z'  are not 
left parallel. Then there exists a plane s incident with z and z'. Consider rese(c). If 
n = 3, then X coincides with the full point set and, clearly, L c X. So we may assume 
that n/> 4. According to Lemma 4.10, resp(c) is a projective space of rank ~> 2. The 
P-lines Z = (z) and Z' = (z') are points of resp(c). As x -x '  ~ve have that X is Ihe line 
of rese(c) passing through Z and Z'. On the other hand, S = (s) is another such line. 
Hence S =X and, by Lemma 4.9, s ~x.  Let y' be the line in res-(s) through a and b. 
As y and y'  are either equal or left multi-secant, we have that L =(y)= (y'). By 
Lemma 4.9, L c X. 
We have checked that in all cases L =X.  Applying Lemma 4.11, we obtain the 
following property of X: any two points of X are contained in exactly one P-line in X. 
In view of Lemma 4.10, we know that every point a e X is contained in exactly q + 1 
P-lines contained in X. Consider a P-line Y in X, not passing through a. For each point 
b a Y, X contains a P-line through a and b. Moreover, these P-lines should all be 
different. Therefore, [YI = 1 + 0 is not greater than 1 + q; i.e. 0 ~< q. Since also O>~q 
(see the comment before Lemma 4.11), we establish that 0 =q and, hence, v= 
q(q - 1)/0 = q - 1. This also proves that in X every P-line through a meets Y. As a 
and Y are an arbitrary point and a P-line, non-incident with each other, we have that 
any two P-lines in X meet. Therefore, the points of X and the P-lines contained in X 
form a projective plane, and this defines the last edge of the diagram of P. Combining 
with Lemma 4.10, we see that the diagram is An-l; hence P is a projective space. [] 
LEMMA 4.13. A set of points coincides with tr(x) for some x E F, x is not a point, if 
and only if it is equal to X \ Y, where X and Y are P-subspaces and Y is a hyperplane of 
X. 
PROOF. Clearly, we should take X = (x). Consider a point a e tr(x). The lines in 
res-(x) U{x} are pairwise non-equivalent; hence they define different P-lines. The 
number of lines on a in the affine space res-(x) coincides with the number of P-lines on 
a in the projective space X. This means that any line in X meets X \ tr(x) in one or all 
points. Since X is a projective space, it easily follows that X \ o'(x) is a hyperplane of X. 
To prove the 'if' part it suffices to observe that the number of the elements y with 
y - x coincides with the number of hyperplanes of X. Indeed, let i be the type of x. If 
y -x ,  y ~ x, then x and y are incident with v common elements of type i - 1. Every 
element of type i -  1 in res-(x) is incident with q -  1 elements y left parallel to x. 
Therefore, the total number of y's is 1 + q(1 +-  • • + qH)(q  _ 1)/v = 1 + q(1 +.  • • + 
qH)  = 1 +.  • • + q~, which is exactly the number of hyperplanes in X. 
PROPOSITION 4.14. F is a non-flat geometry with a bi-affine diagram, having 
collinearity diameter 1, iff it is obtained via Construction 2. 
PROOF. The 'only if' part was proved in Lemmas 4.12, 4.13 and 4.7. It remains to 
check that Construction 2 always outputs a geometry having a bi-affine diagram and 
collinearity diameter 1. 
A line of F is, by definition, a P-line minus a point. Since any two points in P are 
collinear and any P-line consists of at least three points, we have that the collinearity 
diameter of F is 1. Let us check the diagram. A dual point in F is a set P \X  where X is 
a hyperplane of P. If Y\Z  E F and Y\Z~P\X ,  then YNXc_Z and, since X is a 
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hyperplane, we obtain that Z=YNX.  It follows that the mapping Y\Z~--~Y 
establishes a natural isomorphism between resp(P\X) and the affme space obtained by 
removing from P all the subspaces incident with X. 
Now consider rese(a), where a is a point. If a ~ YkZ for a set Y\Z  e F then, dearly, 
a e Y and a ¢ Z. Therefore, Y = (Z, a). It easily follows that the mapping YkZ ~.Z  
establishes an isomorphism between rese(a) and the dual affine space obtained by 
removing from P all the subspaces incident with a. [] 
Clearly, Propositions 4.6 and 4.14 imply Proposition 1.2. 
We conclude our discussion of the geometries with bi-affine diagrams with the 
following general observation, which follows from Lemmas 4.1, 4.12 and 3.5. 
PROPOSmON 4.15. I f  F is a geometry with a bi-aflfine diagram, then v divides q or 
q -  1 depending on whether I" is obtained via Construction 1 or Construction 2. In 
particular, the order of the fundamental group of F also divides q or q - 1. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let F be a flag-transtive geometry belonging to the generic diagram 
L ff 
0 0 0 ~D. 
It follows from [2] that any flag-transitive geometry with the diagram 
. L  
o o o 
is either a projective space, or an affine space or a sporadic geometry of the Mathieu 
group M22, having the diagram 
g 
o o o 
I 4 4" 
This latter geometry can easily be defined in terms of the Witt system W(22). The 
points of the geometry are all the points of W(22), the lines are all the pairs of points 
of W(22), and the planes are all the blocks (hexads) of W(22). Incidence is defined by 
inclusion. 
If the edge 
g 
o o 
I 4 
is not involved in the diagram of F then, clearly, F is one of the geometries as in 
Theorem 2. On the other hand, if this edge is involved then, up to duality, we have the 
following list of possible diagrams: 
c 
o o 
I 4 
o ~, 
4 
c A f*  
0 0 0 0 
I 4 4 3 '  
0 0 0 O. 
I 4 4 I 
According to [4], no geometry can have the first of these three diagrams. Also, by 
[10], if a flag-transitive F belongs to the third diagram then it is isomorphic to a unique 
geometry of the Higman-Sims group. Therefore, in order to prove Theorem 3 it 
suffices to establish the following. 
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No flag-transitive geometry belongs to the diagram 
c Af* 
0 0 C 0 
I 4 4 3' 
PROOF. Suppose that a geometry F belongs to this diagram and G ~< Aut(F) acts on 
F flag-transitively. Let v denote the number of lines through two collinear points. By 
flag-transitivity, and because very line consists of only two points, this parameter is
well-defined. For a point a, let ti denote the set consisting of a and all the points which 
are non-collinear with a. By Lemma 3.1, the sets ~ partition the point set of F. Clearly, 
G preserves this partition. Since G is transitive on the point set, 0 = [a[ is independent 
of a particular choice of a. Let A denote the point set of F, and let A be the set of all 
the parts LI. Clearly, IAI = 0 I~1. 
Let N = IAI. As res(a), is an affine space, there are exactly 4(1 + 4 + 42) = 84 lines on 
a. Every point is either collinear with a, or it is contained in E Therefore, 
N = 84/v + O. Every point is incident with 64 dual points. Since every residue of a dual 
point is isomorphic to the geometry of M22, every dual point is incident with 22 points. 
It follows that 64N/22 is an integer, the number of dual points. This means that N and 
vN = 84 + Ov are divisible by 11. Hence, Ov - 4 (mod 11). 
On the other hand, let b ~t i  and let S be the set of lines joining a with the points 
from b. We have that ISI = 0v. Furthermore, no two lines x, y E S are coplanar. Indeed, 
let o-(x) = {a, c} and tr(y) = {a, d}. If c = d, then x and y are multi-secant and hence 
they are not coplanar. If c ~ d, then c is not collinear with d and, once again, x and y 
are not coplanar. This means that the lines from S represent mutually parallel 
hyperplanes of res(a),. Therefore, ISI = Ov ~< 4. Comparing with Ov ---- 4 (mod 11), we 
conclude that Ov = 4 and that every such S represents a complete parallel class of 
hyperplanes of res(a),. As there are exactly 1 + 4 + 42 = 21 of those parallel classes, we 
conclude that I~1 = 22. 
By an abuse of notation, let the bar also designate the action of subgroups or 
elements of G on A. In particular, G is the group induced on ~ by G. Let K be the 
kernel of G acting on A. Let a be a point and let u be a dual point incident with a. As 
usual, G. and G, denote the stabilizers in G of a and u, respectively. As res(u) contains 
22 points and these points are pairwise collinear, we have that res(u) meets each b E A 
in exactly one point. Therefore, G, coincides with the quotient induced by G, on 
res(u). By flag-transitivity, we conclude that G. is a transitive group isomorphic to M=, 
or Aut(M22) = M22: 2. 
Next, consider the action of Go. The full automorphism group of res(a) is the affine 
group AFt(4)---26: 3. L3(4). $3. It easily follows from the flag-transitivity that Go 
induces on res(a) a group which at least contains the translations 26 and SL3(4)= 
3 • L3(4). If g ~ Ga then, clearly, g stabilizes ti. All the other b ~ A are in a natural 
bijection with the parallel classes of hyperplanes from res(a), (see above). Therefore, 
g = 1 iff g stabilizes every parallel class from res(a),. It follows that R = K n Go is the 
full preimage in G~ of the subgroup 26:3 consisting of the translation and collineations. 
As the translations act transitively on the 64 dual points incident with a, we have that 
Go = R(G. n G~). This implies that Go = Go n G~ is a subgroup of index 22 in G,. 
Furthermore, by the strong connectedness of F we have G = (Ga, G,). Thus, t~ = (~ = 
M22 or Aut(M22). 
In order to estimate the order of K let us prove that, in fact, the action of Go on 
res(a) is faithful. Let g ~ Go fix res(a) elementwise. If v is a dual point from res(a) 
then, in res(v), g fixes the point a and every line on a. As the lines in res(v) (which is 
isomorphic to the goemetry of M22) are just pairs of points, g fixes all the points and 
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hence all the elements of res(v). In particular, as v is an arbitrary dual point from 
res(a), we have that g fixes every point collinear with a. Let b be collinear with a. Let S 
be the set of lines joining b with the points from li and let s ~ S join b with a. Recall 
that S is a complete parallel class of hyperplanes of res(b).. If x is a line on b, such that 
x ~ S, then x and s are not parallel in res(b),. Therefore, there exists a dual point .v 
incident with x and s (and hence with a). By the above, g fixes every element in res(v). 
In particular, g fixes x. This means that g fixes in the afline space res(b), every 
hyperplane which does not belong to one particular parallel class. Clearly, such an 
automorphism of res(b), must be trivial, i.e. g fixes res(b) elementwise. Repeating the 
above argument with b in place of a, we establish that g = 1. 
We now present the final argument. We have that R = K N Ga = 26:3. Clearly, [K: RI 
divides 0, which, in its turn, divides 4. Therefore, the order of K divides 3 .2  s. On the 
other hand, Go induces on Q = 02(Ga) = 26 a group involving SL3(4). It follows that G 
has a chief factor within K, on which it induces a group involving Mz~. This is a 
contradiction, since M22 contains an element of order 11, and no element of this order 
can act non-trivially on a GF(2)-module of dimension less than 10. 
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